Because semiconductors absorb wavelengths dependent on the light absorption coefficient, photovoltaic (PV) energy output is affected by the solar spectrum. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the solar spectrum for highly accurate PV output estimation. Bird's model has been used as a general spectral model. However, atmospheric parameters such as aerosol optical depth and precipitable water have a constant value in the model that only applies to clear days. In this study, atmospheric parameters were extracted using the Bird's spectrum model from the measured global spectrum and the seasonal fluctuation of atmospheric parameters was examined. We propose an overcast spectrum model and calculate the all-weather solar spectrum from clear to overcast sky through linear combination. Three types of PV modules (fixed Si, two-axis tracking Si, and fixed InGaP/GaAs/InGaAs triple-junction solar cells) were installed at the University of Miyazaki. The estimated performance ratio (PR), which takes into account incident angle and spectral variations, was consistent with the measured PR. Finally, the energy yield of various PVs installed across Japan was successfully estimated.
Introduction
The theoretical efficiency of 29.43% in silicon-type solar cells is due to the relationship between the bandgap of the semiconductor material and the solar spectrum [1] . Currently, the world record for efficiency of a general silicon PV cell is 26.7% [2] . To further improve efficiency, it is necessary to utilize a wider range of the solar spectrum to reduce spectral mismatch. As a solution to this problem, there is a multijunction solar cell formed by laminating single-junction solar cell layers made of different materials. For example, in three-junction cells of InGaP/GaAs/InGaAs fabricated by SHARP, light of a wide wavelength range can be absorbed, leading to a high efficiency of 44.4% under concentration and 37.9% under nonconcentration [3, 4] .
The required energy is determined by the demands of the user side. To stabilize the supply of electric power, it is necessary to constantly match the required energy and supplied energy. Because PV is greatly affected by weather conditions such as water content, and turbidity, it is difficult to balance supply and demand with using PV. To solve these problems, it is necessary to estimate power with high accuracy.
Recently, various PV output forecasting models have been suggested. One well-known model is the power temperature coefficient model as described in [5] , which assumes that the maximum power output is linear with irradiance at a given temperature and that the power temperature coefficient is a constant [6] [7] [8] . Among them, an output forecasting using an artificial neural network was proposed [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . However, scattering and absorption of the solar spectrum by atmospheric conditions is not considered in these models. The outdoor performance of multijunction solar cells reflects the influence of this spectrum mismatch in the literature [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . This is because the solar spectrum in the real environment is different from the standard reference spectrum. Each sub-cell in multijunction solar cells absorbs different wavelength of the solar spectrum, and the photocurrent changes with spectral variation. The output current in multijunction solar cells is limited by the smallest sub-cell, because the sub-cells are electrically connected in series; this phenomenon is called spectrum-mismatch.
In this paper, we propose a new PV output forecasting method including the extraction of atmospheric parameters and the calculation of the solar spectrum based on Bird's spectral model [21] , named the "Miyazaki Spectrum-to-Energy method" (MS2E). Bird's spectral model has been adopted as the reference solar spectrum and has gained high trust. However, there are two problems with this spectral model. One is that atmospheric parameters are constants. Under standard test conditions (STC), for example, the aerosol optical depth (AOD) in a vertical path at 500 nm wavelength is 0.084, and the precipitable water amounts to 1.416 cm [22] . However, atmospheric parameter fluctuation greatly depends on place and season. Bird's spectrum model is also adapted only for clear skies without clouds [21] . Spectrum scattering differs between sunny and cloudy conditions, so it is preferable to calculate the solar spectrum in consideration of the cloud conditions such as overcast skies and the possibility of rain.
To improve forecast accuracy, the fluctuation of atmospheric parameters and an overcast spectral model that assumed full cloud cover were applied to the method. The all-weather spectrum, including seasonal variability, was calculated by the linear combination of the clear spectrum and the overcast spectrum. After that, the short-circuit current (Isc), open-circuit voltage (Voc), and fill factor (FF) of various PVs were calculated, and the maximum power (Pout) was estimated. The accuracy of our PV output forecasting method was verified by comparing it with the measured value at the University of Miyazaki. Three types of PV modules (fixed silicon, two-axis tracking silicon, and fixed triple-junction) were assessed. We also considered the cross effect between spectrum and incident angle.
Methods

Measurement Data
The sub-module with InGaP/GaAs/InGaAs inverted metamorphic (IMM) triple-junction solar cell was fabricated by SHARP [23] and installed at the University of Miyazaki along with fixed and tracking silicon-PV modules (Si module, KIS AS-140), as shown in Figure 1 . Output characteristics of these PV modules were measured using an I-V curve tracer. Pyranometers were installed on 25° (EKO MS-602) and 35° (EKO MS-411) inclined platforms to measure global irradiance. A pyranometer was also installed on a two-axis sun-tracking (EKO MS-602) to measure global normal irradiance. Measurements were carried out every 3 min from 5:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. for two years from 1 August 2016 to 31 July 2018. The solar spectrum was measured using spectro-radiometers (EKO MS-711, MS-712), as shown in Figure 2 . They were installed on 35° inclined platforms. Measurements were made every 10 min from 5:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. for a year from 1 January 2017 to 31 December 2017. 
Databases for Irradiance and Solar Spectrum
Meteorological test data for photovoltaic systems (METPV-11), which are part of a database including a summary of data from 837 sites in Japan for the past 20 years, are published by the New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO) [24] . Each year is classified into three types: average irradiance year, little irradiance year, and much irradiance year. We used direct horizontal irradiance (DHI), scatter irradiance (SI), global horizontal irradiance (GHI), and ambient temperature (Tamb) from the METPV-11. Global tilted irradiance (GTI) and direct normal irradiance (DNI) were calculated by Hay's model [25] .
A solar spectrum database consisting of a summary of data from five sites in Japan for five years from 2011 to 2015 was also published by NEDO [26] . The spectro-radiometers were installed in Naganuma, Tosu, Tsukuba, Gifu, and Okinoerabu. Measurements were carried out every 10 min from 4:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
How to Calculate the PV Output by MS2E Method
Extraction of Atmospheric Parameters
Sunlight undergoes various losses before reaching the ground surface. Among them, AOD mainly causes scattering and absorption of the short-wavelength range of the solar spectrum and precipitable water causes absorption of the long-wavelength range of the solar spectrum. The atmospheric transmittances for aerosol scattering and absorption and water vapor absorption were calculated using Equations (1) and (2),
where β, W, awλ, and M represent the AODs at 500 nm wavelength, the precipitable water in the vertical path, water absorption coefficient as a function of wavelength, and air mass, respectively. When a single value of αn is used to represent the rural aerosol model, the value should be αn = 1.140 [21] , which is used as the reference spectrum [22] . From Bird's spectral model, the direct spectrum (Idλ) was obtained by Equation (3),
where H0λ is the extraterrestrial solar spectrum and D is the correction factor for the earth-sun distance. Taλ, Twλ, Trλ, Toλ, and Tmλ are the transmittance functions of the atmosphere at wavelength λ for Rayleigh scattering, aerosol scattering, water vapor absorption, ozone absorption, and mixed gas absorption, respectively. The global tilted spectrum was obtained by Equation (4),
where Iaλ, Irλ, and Igλ are the spectrum on a horizontal surface at wavelength λ for aerosol scattering, Rayleigh scattering, and reflection at the ground, respectively. θ is the incident angle, and t is the tilt angle.
In our study, the AOD and precipitable water were extracted using a model that minimizes the deviation of the global spectrum between the experimental values measured and the values estimated using Bird's spectrum model, as shown in Equation (4). The estimated global spectrum is a function of the variables AOD and precipitable water. The deviation based on the expressions of R 2 was used.
Calculation of All-Weather Solar Spectrum
Equation (4) is based on Bird's spectrum model. This model is applied only during clear sky without clouds. The all-weather solar spectrum model was calculated by the linear combination of the clear spectrum and the overcast spectrum. By considering only loss due to absorption (water, ozone, and mixed gas), a spectral model adapted for overcast weather was calculated by Equation
where Taλ and Trλ were set to 1 in the case of overcast weather condition. fw was defined as a weather correction factor to determine the condition of cloudy weather in Equation (6),
where this value was obtained by dividing the measured DNI by the integrated amount of the direct spectrum calculated using the Bird's spectrum model. Finally, the global spectrum with cloud conditions was obtained by Equation (7),
Calculation of Power Output
For the behavior of multijunction solar cells, Equation (7) was used as a simple and ideal model. The photocurrent density in each sub-cell was calculated from the global spectrum, Igλ all, recombined by the Equation (8),
where ηopt is the optical efficiency of the incident angle modifier obtained from measurement data. Figure 3 shows the relationship between the incident angle and the optical efficiency of Si and IMM (InGaP/GaAs/InGaAs). A low-reflection textured surface was applied to Si, which reduced the surface reflectivity due to multiple reflections at the surface and improved the optical efficiency. The optical efficiency of IMM was worse than Si because the textured surface was not applied. In addition to absorbing light from the outside, a solar cell absorbs light emitted from the internally generated carriers. In the case of a multijunction solar cell, since different kinds of semiconductors are connected in a layer structure, light emission from the middle cell affects the bottom cell [27] [28] [29] [30] . This phenomenon is called luminescence coupling. In consideration of the luminescence coupling, the short-circuit current can be obtained by Equation (10),
where RCC is radiative coupling coefficient, which means the proportion of luminescence coupling of the middle cell (GaAs). It was reported to be about 15% of the function of the current level using a GaAs/GaInNAsSb dual-junction cell under nonconcentration operation [31] . Finally, the short circuit current density was calculated by Equation (11),
where Jsc rate is measured short-circuit current density under the STC. Jsc Std is calculated short-circuit current density using the standard solar spectrum (ASTM G173 AM 1.5G). The open-circuit voltage (Voc) in Equation (12) was calculated by a model considering temperature and irradiance characteristics [32] ,
where βth is the temperature coefficient of the Voc, Njunction is the number of junctions, Nseries is the number of cells in series, and Vt is the thermal voltage (0.026V). Here, the cell temperature (Tcell) was calculated by Equation (13),
where Tamb is ambient temperature and NOCT is the nominal operation cell temperature. Equation (13) is widely used to estimate in a simple way cell temperature along year [33, 34] . The current mismatching in multijunction solar cells improves the fill factor (FF) [35] . The current matching ratio (CMR) is obtained by Equation (14),
where min and mean are the arithmetic minimum function and mean function. The FF was modeled by simple parabolic approximation from the degree of current mismatch between the sub-cells [36] , shown in Equation (15),
where CMRstd is the calculated current matching ratio using the standard solar spectrum (ASTM G173 AM 1.5G) and the values of α, β, γ are 0.904, 0.163, −0.717, respectively. The internal resistance in the cell was ignored. Finally, the FF was calculated by Equation (16),
The maximum operation output (Pmax) was calculated as
where Amod is the area of the module and ηsys is the system efficiency. Figure 4 shows the seasonal change and the daily variation of the atmospheric parameters in Miyazaki. Fitting and smoothing were conducted by the local least squares method in order to examine seasonal fluctuation. Day number indicates 0 for 1 January and 364 for 31 December. The red line represents the average seasonal variation of the AOD, and the blue line represents that of the precipitable water. During the summer in Japan, precipitable water increases as the surrounding temperature and humidity rise. AOD tends to conflict with precipitable water. The AOD is 0.084, and the precipitable water is 1.416 cm under STC. Since the atmospheric parameters under the real environment are different from STC values, they are essential parameters for PV output forecasting. 
Results
Variation of Atmospheric Parameters
Verification of Solar Spectrum Reproducibility for MS2E Method
In this study, Bird's spectrum model was improved by considering atmospheric parameter variability and cloud conditions. Figure 5 shows the global solar spectrum tilted at 35° in winter and summer. The vertical axis was normalized by integrated spectral irradiance in order to evaluate the shape of the solar spectrum. The black line indicates the global solar spectrum measured at the University of Miyazaki. The gray line indicates the reference spectrum in AM 1.5G. The red line and blue line indicate the estimated global solar spectrum using the MS2E method and Bird's model considering only air mass, respectively. In winter, atmospheric parameters are close to those under STC, so the calculated solar spectrum is close to the reference spectrum. In summer, the AOD is smaller than the STC value, and the precipitable water is larger. As a result, the short-wavelength region of the solar spectrum increases and the long-wavelength region decreases. During cloudy days, the influence of cloud conditions results in an increase of the short-wavelength regions of the solar spectrum and a decrease of the long-wavelength regions of the solar spectrum. Figure 6 shows the performance ratio (PR) measured at the University of Miyazaki and estimated by the MS2E method. The PR can be calculated as the ratio of the integrated energy yield of one day, which is the collected global irradiance adapted for each installation condition, to the reference yield. The closer the PR is to 100%, the more efficient the system is in operation. Gray circle indicates the estimation result, and other circle colors indicate the measurement result. To examine the seasonal PR fluctuation, we performed fitting and smoothed by segmented polynomials using the local least square error method as shown by the black line. The IMM module was greatly affected by atmospheric parameter variation. In the case of the atmospheric parameters close to STC value, the PR was the highest value. However, PR decreased significantly in summer due to limit of the shortcircuit current by bottom subcell photocurrent because of increasing precipitable water, which absorbed the long-wavelength range of the solar spectrum [37] . The PRs estimated by the MS2E method are quite close to the measurement value. Therefore, the reliability of the MS2E method could be verified by various PV modules with different structures. 
Verification of Output Energy Reproducibility for MS2E Method
Application of MS2E Method
With the reliability of the MS2E method, which can estimate PV output, verified, we can apply this method more broadly. One of the applications of the PV output forecasting model is to be able to determine the optimum installation locations for PV modules. The database METPV-11 has PV measurement data for 837 locations in Japan. Using these data and our PV output forecasting model, we estimated the average annual energy yields all around Japan and examined the optimum installation locations for PV modules.
Atmospheric Parameter Fluctuation in Five Solar Radiation Climate Zone
To determine the atmospheric parameters, measurement data of the solar spectrum are required. However, spectro-radiometers are very expensive, and it is difficult to install them across an entire nation like Japan. Therefore, NEDO classified Japan into five solar radiation climate zones to clarify regional differences in solar radiation conditions. The solar spectrum was measured at five points: Naganuma (blue), Tosu (green), Tsukuba (yellow), Gifu (Orange), and Okinoerabu (red). Extracted AOD and precipitable water in each solar radiation climate zone (as shown in Section 2.3.1) were utilized as atmospheric parameters, as shown in Figure 7 . 
The Optimum Installation Location of Various PV Modules in Japan
We estimated the annual energy yields at the 837 METPV-11 sites using our MS2E method. Figure 8 shows the annual output power forecasting results (annual output energy per rated power) for these sites. In the northwest, solar radiation is low because clouds occurred frequently, which results in decreasing the annual energy yields. The IMM module affected by the solar spectrum showed the lowest value. It means that the output performance of IMM module under STC conditions cannot be operated more than other PV modules. The two-axis tracking Si that can use much irradiance about 200 kWh/m 2 for a year compared to the fixed-PV showed the highest value. Therefore, tracking technology leads to more advanced utilization of solar energy. Figure 9 shows the annual output power forecasting results (annual output energy per module area) at the 837 sites. The IMM module with high conversion efficiency showed the highest value. There is room for improving multijunction PV through the development of the optimum bandgap considering real solar spectrum variation. 
Discussion
We have shown that the MS2E method is able to estimate PV output with high accuracy. In this section, we discuss the effect of atmospheric parameters, cloud conditions, air mass, and incident angle modifier on PV output. Figure 10 shows the seasonal PR fluctuation estimated by each PV output forecasting model as shown in Table 1 . The air mass variations were considered in all models. The residual errors, defined as the difference between actual PR and predicted PR, were calculated using a statistical analysis. The purpose of our statistical analysis is to ensure that the error in MS2E does not contain bias and skew, and that the residual error distribution is accidentally random, i.e., the normal distribution is centered on zero. Figure 11 shows the comparison of each prediction model to the normal distribution of residual errors. For the IMM module, apparently, both Case-3 and Case-4 showed highly skewed and highly biased error distributions. This situation was significantly improved upon the introduction of atmospheric parameters (Case-2) and further improved using the MS2E (Case-1). Figure 12 shows the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of Si and IMM solar cells over the reference solar spectrum in AM 1.5G. It can be seen that the bottom cell in IMM mainly absorbs the wavelength spectrum that gets absorbed by precipitable water. On the other hand, the normal distribution of the residual error of the Si module showed the same tendency in all cases, because of the broader EQE of the Si solar cell, as shown in Figure 12a . Therefore, the Si modules were almost unaffected by spectral changes, due to the parameters that were set. It is not important to estimate the output considering the spectral changes. However, for solar cells with a narrow EQE, such as double-junction amorphous Si and organic cells, the effect of the spectral change on the characteristics of the output could be observed using our MS2E method [38] . Table 1 . Parameter-set of the PV output forecasting model.
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Incident Angle Modifier Air Mass
Case [39] and IMM solar cells [40] and reference solar spectrum.
The Necessity of Spectral Changes Owing to Atmospheric Parameters and Cloud Conditions
Since summer in Japan has a long sunshine time and strong irradiance, the surface air is warmed, and ascending currents occur frequently. The IMM module is affected by cloud conditions, whichresults in decreasing PR in the summer. This is caused by the overcast conditions decreasing the long-wavelength region of the solar spectrum, which is absorbed by the bottom cell. The IMM module was also greatly affected by atmospheric parameter variation, and the PR markedly decreased in summer because of increasing precipitable water, which absorbed the long-wavelength range of the solar spectrum. As shown in Figure 11b , the absorption of the bottom cell is the water absorption wavelength region. By considering spectral changes owing to atmospheric parameters and cloud conditions, we can reproduce the solar spectrum more accurately and estimate the drop in the photocurrent of the bottom cell. This allows estimating IMM PV output with high accuracy.
The Necessity of Incident Angle Modifier
The solar radiation incident on the PV module is more likely to be reflected off the surface as the incident angle increases. PR decreased by considering the incident angle modifier regardless of the season. Table 2 shows the annual irradiance incident on each PV module and the effective insolation rate. The two-axis tracking Si module was slightly affected by the incident angle modifier, and the effective solar radiation rate was 99.69%. Next, it was 98.75% with fixed Si and 98.19% with the IMM module. Since the PV module on the two-axis tracking system can always track the sun, there is no direct irradiance loss. On the other hand, when installing the PV tilted, the direct irradiance loss is tremendous. The incident angle modifier of the IMM was worse than Si. Therefore, the effective insolation rate was, from highest to lowest, the tracking silicon, fixed silicon, and fixed IMM. Without considering the incident angle modifier, overestimating PV output may occur. 
Conclusions
We propose a PV output forecasting model, MS2E, considering the incident angle and spectral changes owing to atmospheric parameters and cloud conditions. Simulation results were close to the measurement value when considering these three factors.
The Si module was almost unaffected by the solar spectral changes. On the other hand, the IMM module was greatly affected by the solar spectral changes. The solar spectrum was greatly affected by atmospheric parameters and cloud conditions, which result in estimation error. Without the atmospheric parameters and cloud conditions, the decreasing in the photocurrent of the bottom cell cannot be explained in summer. Above all, it is necessary to consider the solar spectrum change in highly accurate PV output forecasting. Regardless of the season, PR was decreased when considering incident angle dependence. The annual effective insolation rates were 99.69% for tracking Si module, 98.75% for fixed Si module, and 98.19% for the fixed IMM module. Without considering the incident angle modifier, there is a risk of overestimating PV output.
Using the PV output forecasting model developed in this study, it is possible to simulate PV output potential with various structures at any location when considering the solar spectrum in the local environment.
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Nomenclature β
The aerosol optical depth in a vertical path at 500 nm wavelength W
The precipitable water in the vertical path (cm) Taλ
The atmospheric transmittances for aerosol scattering at wavelength Twλ
The atmospheric transmittances for water vapor absorption at wavelength Trλ
The atmospheric transmittances for Rayleigh scattering at wavelength Toλ
The atmospheric transmittances for ozone absorption at wavelength Tmλ
The atmospheric transmittances for mixed gas absorption at wavelength αn
The angstrom turbidity exponent awλ
The water absorption coefficient as a function of wavelength at wavelength (cm −1 ) M
The air mass Idλ
The direct spectral irradiance at wavelength (W/m 2 /nm) Iaλ
The spectral irradiance on a horizontal surface for aerosol scattering at wavelength (W/m 2 /nm) Irλ
The spectral irradiance on a horizontal surface for Rayleigh scattering at wavelength (W/m 2 /nm) Igλ
The spectral irradiance on a horizontal surface for reflection at the ground at wavelength (W/m 2 /nm) Igλ clear
The global spectral irradiance calculated using Bird's spectrum model at wavelength (W/m 2 /nm) Igλ overcast The global spectral irradiance calculated using a new spectrum model assuming full cloud cover at wavelength (W/m 2 /nm) Igλ all
The global spectral irradiance using MS2E model considering all-weather at wavelength (W/m 2 /nm) θ
The incident angle (°) t
The tilt angle (°) fw
The weather correction factor TSI The total solar irradiance (W/m 2 ) DNI
The direct normal irradiance (W/m 2 ) Jphoto
The photocurrent density (A/m 2 ) Jsc
The The number of cells in series Njunction
The number of junctions Tcell
The cell temperature (°C) Tamb
The ambient temperature (°C) NOCT
The nominal operation cell temperature (°C) FF
The fill factor FFrate
The fill factor under the standard test condition Pmax
The maximum operation output (W) Amod
The area of the module (m 2 ) ηopt
The optical efficiency of the incident angle modifier ηsys
The system efficiency
